Easy OutLine Appliqué Technique by Quilted Frog
Use the materials list and cover photo for color placement. Use
a lightweight fusible web of your choice; however make sure
that it has a paper carrier on one side. ***Follow the
manufacturer’s instructions for fusing. Use a press cloth to
protect your iron from glue residue. Use a Teflon appliqué sheet
on the ironing board when assembling appliqué units.

A. Tape pattern pages together following the diagram in
the pattern.

Use the pattern to make the appliques using the Easy
outline appliqué instructions. All patterns are printed in
reverse so they will be the same direction after completing
the appliques as in the photo. Notice that the OutLine
Appliqué pattern is printed with heavy black outlines.
A. Put the pattern page right side up on the table. Lay fusible
web with the paper side up over the pattern page. To make a
black silhouette for the base of appliqués, trace around the
complete shape of the design on the OUTSIDE edge of the
outline. Trace each shape in the applique. Remember, if
one section of the picture touches another section of the
picture, both sections are part of the same applique.
Fuse the shapes you just made to Black fabric. Cut out
carefully to form bases for the appliques.
B. On the printed pattern number each section of the applique
designs. Put the pattern page right side up on the table.

Lay fusible web with the paper side up over the pattern
page. Trace carefully INSIDE the black lines of each pattern
part. Tracing on the inside of the heavy black outline will
automatically create a space between each shape when the
colored pieces are fused to the black applique base. Trace
pattern parts for each applique. Write each section’s
number inside the piece as you trace it.
Carefully cut between the lines you drew to separate the
sections of the appliqués. Fuse each piece to the correct
color of fabric. Use the cover photo and materials list as a
guide. Carefully cut out each section along the pencil line.
C. Place cut out colored sections on top of each black
silhouette shape, leaving space between pieces to form the
black outlines. Trim edges of colored pieces if necessary to
create a distinct outline. Refer to the photo to be certain
colored pieces are correctly placed. Fuse colored sections
in place following the directions that came with the fusible
web. Peel paper backing from completed appliques.
© 2006 These instructions are the sole property of Quilted Frog. They are
available for individual use only. Reproduction any form, digital or mechanical, i.e.
photocopier or tracing, without written permission from Quilted Frog is strictly
prohibited.
We carefully review each of our patterns attempting to ensure that all of the
information presented is correct and complete. Occasionally, however, something
gets past us and makes it into print. We apologize for any inconvenience these errors
may have caused you. If there is an error please check our website,
www.quiltedfrog.com/updates.htm, for Pattern Updates.
For additional patterns please visit us at www.quiltedfrog.com or email:
contact@quiltedfrog.com
For pricing on hand-guided machine quilting call 972.347.2547.
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